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 His daughter Amy (Kavya Madhavan) is an avid reader and aspiring writer. While on a holiday, he stays with his friends in a
village and gets involved in a murder case. His contact with the village folks changes his life and he sets out to find the killer.
Cast Chemban Vinod Jose as Sreenivasan/Sreeni Vinay Forrt as Sreeni Kavya Madhavan as Amy Archana Puranik as Amy's

grandmother Sumi Suresh as Vasantha Bindu Panicker as Muthaiya Thalaivasal Vijay as Chief Minister Saranya Ponvannan as
Sreeni's mother Aravind Akash as Unni R. V. Udayakumar as Muthaiya's uncle Production Chemban Vinod Jose, who made his
debut through the Tamil film Sivaji (2014), opted to star in the romantic comedy film and make his second film as lead actor.
After the release of Sivaji, the actor was signed for the film, as well as other Kannada projects. He had initially announced that
he would be making his Kannada debut through the film through his debut director Yuvan Shankar Raja, who had directed the
film's first look trailer. However, the actor was later selected as the lead actor for the film. V. V. Vinayak was signed on to play

a pivotal role in the film, while Sivaji's director S. Thaman was reported to have composed the film's music. The film also
marked Vinay Forrt's debut into Kannada cinema. Production of the film began in April 2016. Casting and promotions

Chemban Vinod Jose along with Kavya Madhavan were first announced to have been paired for the lead roles, while V. V.
Vinayak and Archana Puranik were also reported to be in talks for crucial roles. Anushka Shetty was initially reported to be

playing one of the lead female roles, but was later replaced by Kavya Madhavan. After the announcement of the cast, the film's
first look poster was released. The film also marked the debut of Vinay Fortt, who had made his debut in the 2014 Kannada

film Gopala Gopala. Besides Chemban Vinod Jose, the film also stars Saranya Ponvannan and 520fdb1ae7
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